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ABSTRACT This paper presents approaches to creating tissue mimicking materials that can be used as
phantoms for evaluating the performance of Body Area Networks (BAN). The main goal of the paper is to
describe a methodology to create a repeatable experimental BAN platform that can be customized depending
on the BAN scenario under test. Comparisons between different material compositions and percentages are
shown, along with the resulting electrical properties of each mixture over the frequency range of interest
for intra-body communications; 100 KHz to 100 MHz. Test results on a composite multi-layer sample are
presented confirming the efficacy of the proposed methodology. To date, this is the first paper that provides
guidance on how to decide on concentration levels of ingredients, depending on the exact frequency range
of operation, and the desired matched electrical characteristics (conductivity vs. permittivity), to create
multi-layer phantoms for intra-body communication applications.
INDEX TERMS Body Area Networks, capacitive coupling, channel gain/attenuation, channel modeling,
galvanic coupling, Intra-Body Communications, phantoms, tissue mimicking materials, ultralow power
systems
I. INTRODUCTION
Wearable devices are rapidly being adopted as means of aug-
menting and improving health care services. In order to pro-
vide a cable-free biomedical monitoring system, new wire-
less technologies associated with sensor applications have
been promoted as the next biomedical revolution, promising a
significant improvement in the quality of health-care applica-
tions. Yet the size and power requirements of wireless sensors
which are typically dominated by the RF section of the
associated transceivers, has limited their adoption. To over-
come such concerns, system architects proposed designing
the system in a way that would allow more than one sensor
to share the same wireless gateway, providing a distributed
solution, with less power consumption. That approach paved
the way for adopting Intra-Body Communication (IBC) sys-
tems where data transmission is carried out through the
body (mostly skin layers), rather than through air [1], [2].
Sensors and actuators inter-communicate through skin, re-
laying messages to a centralized wireless hub that could be
a smart watch for instance. This emerging technology would
ultimately lead to Body Area Networks (BANs) that operate
at extremely low power, with minimal foot print by replacing
expensive, power consuming Radio Frequency (RF) front
ends, for each individual node with simpler interfaces. Fur-
thermore, while the skin operates as an interference channel
for the communicating nodes, it is relatively protected from
the higher levels of interference expected when broadcasting
via an air interface.
Initial work focused on evaluating the suitability of the
human body as a communication medium. Research efforts
were first directed towards modeling the gain/attenuation
profile of the body channel versus frequency and simulating
its behavior using different software tools. The goal of this
characterization will was to identify the optimum frequency
range for IBC as well as the frequency range at which
the body’s attenuation to the signal propagation would be
minimal, thus minimizing the power needed for transmission.
Factors affecting such profile were also considered, such as,
type, shape and size of the electrodes used, distance between
the transmitter and the receiver, biological parameters of
the human body and the environmental conditions [2]–[10].
However, simulation results alone are not sufficient and must
be verified through comparison with experimental data from
measurements that are carried out on real subjects. Carrying
out experiments on real subjects is a tedious process that
requires long and complicated procedures, mainly to ensure
the safety of the subjects under test, especially for emerging
technologies. The above facts, together with the urgent need
for experimental data for verifying the proposed channel
models, encouraged researchers to adopt the idea of using
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phantoms that mimic the characteristics of human tissue
including thermal, physical and electrical characteristics, in
their experimental routines. Phantoms are widely used in the
medical and biological studies as substitutes for animals in
experiments, lending themselves readily for BAN research.
The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
1) Describing a methodology to create multilayer phan-
toms that mimic the electrical properties of the body
tissues for low frequency applications such as the IBC,
while capturing the effect of the multiple layers in the
human body, namely, skin, fat, muscle, cortical-bone
and bone-marrow.
2) Providing experimental measurement results for differ-
ent prepared samples over the frequency range from
100 KHz till 100 MHz.
In this paper, the following subsection presents a compari-
son between the different data carriers that are considered for
intra-body communications, showing why Electro-Magnetic
(EM) waves are the best candidate. Key features that should
be captured by phantoms are presented and discussed. Next,
phantoms are introduced, and two different methods for
preparing phantoms suitable for IBC applications are pre-
sented. Experimental procedures and setup for preparing
different materials constituting the phantom are detailed.
Measurement results are discussed, and properties of the
prepared samples are compared with those of the tissues of
concern. Finally, a composite model is proposed, wherein
results for the experimental measurements are shown proving
the efficacy of the methodology in producing multilayer
phantoms.
II. OPTIMUM DATA CARRIER FOR INTRA-BODY
COMMUNICATION
The first concern for IBC systems is determining the opti-
mum medium that would serve as the best data carrier for
intra-body communication applications. In [11], the authors
presented a comparative study between the main potential
means of data carriers, namely using electro-magnetic waves,
ultrasonic waves and magnetic coupling. Properties of each
carrier were considered with respect to their propagation
through the different body tissues. It was shown in [11] that
EM waves possess better properties that can support BAN
requirements compared to ultrasonic waves as EM waves
experience much less attenuation and delay when traveling
through the body. Thus, EM was selected as the data carrier
of choice for IBC applications.
Intra-body communications using EM waves as data car-
riers can be categorized into two main types; capacitive
coupling (near field coupling method) and galvanic coupling.
In capacitive coupling, only the signal electrodes of the
transmitter and the receiver are attached to the body while
the ground (GND) electrodes are left floating in the air. The
conductive body forms the forward path while the signal
loop is closed through the capacitive return path between
the transmitter and the receiver GND electrodes. The second
approach, which depends on the galvanic coupling principle,
uses a pair of electrodes for both the transmitter and the
receiver to propagate the electromagnetic wave. The signal
is applied over two coupler electrodes and received by two
detector electrodes. The coupler establishes a modulated
electrical field, which is sensed by the detector. Therefore,
a signal transfer is established between the coupler and
detector units by coupling minute signal currents into the
human body. In both approaches, it has been shown that the
attenuation of the body channel can be much lower than that
of the air channel at frequencies up to 100 MHz [3].
III. PHANTOMS
Phantoms are physical models that simulate certain charac-
teristics of the biological tissues they represent. Phantoms
have been used extensively in the medical field [12]. His-
torically known imaging phantoms were first introduced as
objects for evaluating the performance of imaging devices.
Phantoms then underwent various improvements, mimicking
biological characteristics more accurately, where they proved
to be useful solutions for experimentation at the early in-
vestigative stages prior to working with living subjects or
cadavers. There are various classifications for phantoms, the
most commonly used is according to the final state of the
phantom; solid (dry or wet), gel or liquid [13]–[21]. Finally,
phantoms provide a stable and more controllable experimen-
tal setup/platform that is hard to realize using living subjects.
A. PHANTOMS FOR IBC
Several trials were reported in literature for the use of phan-
toms for IBC applications as a stable and easy to control,
yet accurate experimental setup [22], [23]. Liquid phantoms
were usually adopted in these trials, being the easiest to
prepare. In [24], the authors used an insulator (polyvinyl
chloride bag) containing conductive liquid (salt water) to
model the human arm as a cylinder. In [25], the authors
used a liquid phantom as well that consists of 0.45% NaCl
and 2 gallons of water filled in a plastic container, yield-
ing a solution of conductivity ∼0.52 S/m at 13MHz and
∼1S/m at approximately 900MHz. In [26], the authors used
a phantom that is a gel material with a conductivity of 0.59
S/m at 6.75 MHz and packed by a plastic sheet. In [27],
the authors constructed a circular phantom consisting of two
homo-centric sections each filled with a different substance;
water with a given sodium concentration and agar. Agar was
used to emulate the skin and a saline solution accounted for
the interstitial fluid and muscle. In [28], a semi-cylindrical
container was proposed formed by two homo-centric lay-
ers composed of different chemical compounds emulating
the skin and muscle. In [29], the authors proposed a solid
phantom in the form of a rectangular parallelepiped with a
relative permittivity of 81 and a conductivity of 0.062 S/m.
Wegmueller et al. showed in [30], an ellipsoidal phantom
for the simulation of a cross-section of the torso, filled with
a muscle simulating fluid that emulates the conductivity of
muscle at 27MHz.
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FIGURE 1: Elements used in preparing the oil phantom [32].
A main drawback for the above mentioned trials is that the
proposed phantoms all considered the arm as one homoge-
neous layer; using a single material to represent the whole
arm. Such approach results in:
1) Neglecting the biological and physical nature of the
arm, mainly the dielectric properties of each of the
main five tissues, and over the whole range of frequen-
cies of interest (instead of just reporting such values at
one or two discrete frequencies).
2) Considering the arm as one single layer also neglects
the interaction between one layer (tissue) and the other,
which accordingly neglects and eliminates other im-
portant facts of how the signal would diffuse from one
layer to the other, propagation of the signal in different
layers, etc.
3) Inaccurate representation of the arm’s geometry; di-
mensions of the arm and thickness of each layer (which
has a considerable impact on the overall results and
performance for IBC) are almost totally neglected.
For the above reasons, it became clear that if phantoms are
to serve as stable, controllable, accurate and reliable testing
setup for IBC, then more elaborate and detailed phantoms
need to be used. In prior work, the authors [31] proposed an
accurate circuit model of the human arm as an IBC channel.
In that model, the arm was simplified to the five main layers
previously mentioned; muscle, fat, skin, cortical bone and
bone marrow. Since the gain profile obtained using the model
showed very good match with experimental results previ-
ously reported in the literature, the authors opted to follow the
same approach in constructing the proposed phantom. Two
different methods were studied to construct the samples that
would satisfy our goal.
B. OIL PHANTOMS
In [32], equivalent anthropomorphic breast phantoms were
constructed for use in ultrasound elastography and magnetic
resonance (MR) elastography. The proposed method seemed
to possess a potential for yielding materials with dielectric
properties that can be varied through varying the ratios of
the elements used in the preparation of each sample. The
main elements/components used for preparing the materi-
als are shown, with the order at which each element is
added throughout the preparation process for each material
as shown in Figure 1. The liquid aqueous gelatin and the
safflower oil are the main two components of the mixture.
By varying the ratios of these two components each time, a
new material with different dielectric properties is generated.
Each resultant sample is identified by the percentage of oil to
the total final sample weight; for instance, a 50% sample has
safflower oil at 50% of the weight of the final product. The
main steps for preparing each sample are as follows [32]:
1. In a beaker, prepare a room temperature solution of propy-
lene glycol and 18 megohm-cm doubly de-ionized water.
2. Slowly add, while stirring, 200 bloom calf-skin gelatin so
that no clumping occurs and a uniform "slurry" results.
3. Cover the beaker with a plastic food wrap held in place
with a rubber band. Punch a small hole or slit in the plastic
wrap so that the gas pressure above the slurry during heating
remains at atmospheric pressure.
4. Place the beaker in a larger container of hot water so that
the level of the hot water is at or above the top of the gelatin
slurry in the beaker.
5. Heat the water until the gelatin temperature rises to about
90◦C and becomes transparent. Remove any bubbles at the
meniscus. The transparent hot gelatin is referred to below as
molten gelatin.
6. Remove the beaker of molten gelatin from the hot water
bath and immerse it partially in a cold water bath. Cool the
molten gelatin, while stirring, to 50◦C and remove it from the
cold water bath.
7. While cooling the molten gelatin in step 6, heat the
safflower oil to 50◦C.
8. Add the molten gelatin to the 50◦C safflower oil and mix
vigorously with a tablespoon that is bent at right angles near
the bowl of the spoon. During mixing, keep the bowl of the
spoon beneath the surface and moving about a horizontal
axis, thus minimizing disturbance to the surface of the mix-
ture.
9. Add the liquid surfactant and continue the stirring motion
until the emulsion is nearly white and a separation of oil does
not occur when stirring is stopped.
10. Cool in the cold water bath to 40◦C and slowly add with
stirring formalin.
11. Continue cooling the emulsion to about 34◦C and pour
into molds.
12. Allow at least 8 hours for cross-linking of the gelatin
by formaldehyde to occur before removing the phantom
component from its mold.
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FIGURE 2: Elements used in preparing the oil-kerosene
samples [33].
C. OIL-KEROSENE PHANTOMS
In [33], tissues mimicking phantom materials were proposed
for microwave applications, where satisfactory results were
reported for different samples, yet for a higher frequency
range than the one we are interested in. To be able to use these
materials within the frequency range of interest for IBC ap-
plications (100 KHz till 100 MHz), some modifications were
applied. The main elements used in preparing the samples are
shown in Figure 2.
The main difference between this method and the previous
one is that the oil solution in this case would be an equal
mix of kerosene and safflower oil. The preparation steps for
these materials are very similar to those of the Oil Phan-
tom mentioned earlier, and can be found in more details in
[33]. Another important advantage to the two methods being
adopted for preparing the phantom materials is that they
can be employed in a heterogeneous configuration (samples
with different concentrations being constructed side by side)
without change in geometry or dielectric properties of any
of them, a feature that is needed to construct a multi-layer
phantom structure.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To investigate the potential of both methods - i.e. prepare
samples that would have the closest dielectric properties to
those of the five body tissues we are trying to mimic- nine
different samples of each method were prepared, where the
oil (or oil-kerosene solution) percentage was varied from
10% of the sample weight to 90%, with a 10% step each
time. The exact weights and percentages of the elements used
in preparing the samples are given in Table 1 for the oil
phantoms and Table 2 for the oil-kerosene ones.
After pouring the prepared samples in their molds and
allowing time to mature (at least for 5 days for the formalde-
(a)
(b)
FIGURE 3: Electrical properties of the main five tissues
(skin, muscle, fat, cortical bone and bone marrow) using the
experimental measurement values reported in [35], [36].
hyde cross-linking of gelatin to be completed [33]), the
dielectric properties were measured. An HP Agilent 4291B
[34] impedance analyzer was used to perform the measure-
ments. Both the real part and the imaginary part of the
complex permittivity are measured using the device. Results
are then processed using MATLAB software to compute
both the permittivity and conductivity of each sample and
compare them with those of the five body tissues. The
16453A dielectric material test fixture was attached to the
4291B impedance analyzer, where the function of this fixture
is to obtain accurate dielectric constant and loss tangent
measurements through employing the parallel plate method,
which sandwiches the material between two electrodes to
form a capacitor. To be able to use this fixture, the thickness
of the sample to be tested should not exceed 3 mm. For
each prepared material, at least three different test samples
from different locations across each mold were used to make
sure that the results are not affected by the position of the
4
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TABLE 1: WEIGHTS OF ELEMENTS USED IN PREPARING THE OIL PHANTOM SAMPLES
Material\Sample Percentage 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Propylene Glycol(units) 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
De-ionized water(units) 169 169 169 169 169 169 169 169 169
Gelatin(units) 26.95 26.95 26.95 26.95 26.95 26.95 26.95 26.95 26.95
Safflower Oil(units) 19.4 43.75 75 116.7 175 262.5 408.3 700 1575
Ultra Ivory(units) 0.2314 0.48125 0.825 1.2837 1.925 2.8875 4.4913 7.7 17.325
Formalin(units) 1.323 1.323 1.323 1.323 1.323 1.323 1.323 1.323 1.323
TABLE 2: WEIGHTS OF ELEMENTS USED IN PREPARING THE OIL-KEROSENE PHANTOM SAMPLES
Material\Sample Percentage 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
P-Toluic acid (g) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
De-ionized water (ml) 190 190 190 190 190 190 190 190 190
N-Propanol (ml) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Gelatin (g) 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34
Oil-kerosene (ml) 22.2 50 85 133.3 200 300 466 800 1800
Ultra Ivory (g) 1.26 2.8 4.76 7.46 11.2 13 15 17 20
Formalin (g) 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16
(a)
(b)
FIGURE 4: (a) Measured conductivity for the Oil-only samples
for the different Oil concentrations. (b) Measured permittivity.
sample in the mold. Results are then averaged over the
collected readings to compute the dielectric properties for
each prepared material. To investigate the properties of the
prepared materials over time, measurements were repeated
after 8 weeks to study the change in the properties of the
material over time.
V. RESULTS
Using the experimental measurements provided in [35], [36],
the dielectric properties (conductivity and permittivity) for
the main five tissues that are the scope of this study, skin,
muscle, fat, cortical bone and bone marrow, are plotted in
Figure 3.
The dielectric properties of the samples are plotted in Fig-
ure 4 (for oil only samples) and Figure 5 (for oil and kerosene
samples). The figures show that as the oil or oil-kerosene
concentration increase, both the conductivity and permittivity
of the prepared sample decrease, which is expected as oil in
general has more of an insulator properties (weak electrical
conductivity, yet better heat conductivity). Comparing such
results, with the tissue properties shown in Figure 3, it can
be observed that both follow the same behavior with respect
to frequency; conductivity increases with frequency, while
permittivity experiences a sharp fall at lower frequencies and
then almost saturates at higher frequency values. Comparing
the electrical properties plotted in Figure 3 with those plotted
for the different samples in Figure 4 & 5, the accurate oil per-
centage can thus be selected depending upon which specific
tissue needs to be mimicked, as well as which electrical prop-
erty is of more concern (conductivity or permittivity), and
the frequency range of interest. For instance, samples with
low oil solution concentration can be utilized for mimicking
tissue with high dielectric permittivity, while samples with
high oil solution concentration can be used to mimic tissues
with low conductivity like cortical bone, as shown in Figures
5
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 5: (a) Measured conductivity for the Oil-Kerosene
samples for the different Oil-kerosene to the gelatin solution
concentrations. (b) Measured permittivity.
6 and 7, where the 80% oil-kerosene solution sample per-
fectly mimics the permittivity characteristics of the cortical
bone, specially for the frequency range between 30 MHz to
100 MHz.
As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the electrical properties
of different tissues can be matched with samples of certain
formulations and concentrations, depending on the electrical
property of interest (whether conductivity or permittivity is
more of concern), and the range of frequency in which the
IBC application will operate within. It is important to note
that most IBC applications utilize less than 1 MHz of band-
width [22], due to the nature of medical applications, that
typically require low bit rates. A summary of such results;
best matching samples (samples that shows less than 10 %
matching error) with respect to different tissues, regarding
conductivity and permittivity, for different frequency ranges
(Fmin is the minimum frequency and Fmax is the maximum
frequency in MHz defining the band over which the matching
error is below 10% ) within the IBC application band, is
provided in Table 3.
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIGURE 6: An example for matching the samples with certain
solution concentration with the tissue of concern within certain
frequency bands: (a) 30% oil-kerosene solution shows accu-
rate match with the muscle tissue,from the permittivity point
of view, for frequencies above 30 MHz, (b) 80% oil-kerosene
solution shows accurate match with fat tissue,from the con-
ductivity point of view, for frequencies above 10 MHz,(c)
40% oil-only solution for the skin (wet) tissue, regarding the
permittivity, for frequencies above 40 MHz.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
FIGURE 7: Matching tissues with different samples that show
good accuracy withing certain frequency ranges; (a) 80% oil-
kerosene with the cortical bone, from the permittivity point of
view, and specially for frequencies greater than 30 MHz, (b)
80% oil-only solution with the bone marrow, from the conduc-
tivity point of view, within the frequency range 12 MHz till 100
MHz, (c) (b) 80% oil-only solution for the Fat tissue,from the
permittivity point of view, specially for low frequencies.
FIGURE 8: The oil-kerosene composite sample being pre-
pared, where the 60% concentration sample is being poured
into a mold containing an already semi-solid 20% concentra-
tion sample. Inscribe are the positions where samples were
taken for experimental testing; 1-from the 60% sample,2- from
the 20% sample and finally 3 is take from the interface at both
samples.
VI. COMPOSITE SAMPLE
Building a composite sample that spans multiple layers is
essential to observe the behavior of the electric signal and
how it diffuses from the skin into other layers while prop-
agating from one node to the other. Towards that goal, a
composite oil-kerosene sample was prepared. First, an oil-
kerosene sample with 20% oil solution concentration was
prepared, and then left it in the mold for two days, to allow
the sample to solidify and the chemical reactions to conclude.
The sample was then placed in a bigger mold, where a 60%
oil-kerosene sample was prepared and poured in the same
mold, forming a composite sample in the form of two concen-
tric cylinders, with the 20% sample enclosed by the 60% one,
as shown in Figure 8. The composite sample was then kept at
room temperature for another two days, before experimental
measurements were executed. Samples were then taken from
three different positions to measure the electrical properties,
as shown in Figure 8; samples were first taken from position
1 which is deeply in the 60% concentration sample section,
others taken from position 2 which is in the middle of the
20% concentration sample, and finally the last samples were
taken from position 3 which is at the interface between both
samples. Results were averaged over the samples taken at
each position and plotted in Figure 9. It is clear that the per-
mittivity for both concentrations remained almost the same;
however the 60% sample was a more affected at the interface
than the 20% one. Similarly, the conductivities for the same
samples are plotted in Figure 9 (b). The conductivity values at
the interface were more affected by depositing two different
concentrations side by side compared to the permittivity
ones. However, both curves, when compared with the results
in Figure 4 and 5, show that the electrical properties at the
core of each sample is almost unchanged, which proves the
capability of these materials in the preparation of a composite
multi-layered phantom models, for an accurate mimicking of
the human body, from the electrical properties point of view.
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TABLE 3: Matching Tissues With Samples of Best Accuracy (less than 10% matching error) for Different Frequency Ranges
Electrical Property
Conductivity Permittivity
Tissue Sample Concentration Fmin (MHz) Fmax(MHz) Sample Concentration Fmin Fmax
Cortical Bone
70% (Oil-Kerosene) 4.2 11 60% (Oil-Kerosene) 1.8 7
60% (Oil Only) 5.9 100 70% (Oil-Kerosene) 11.8 20
- - - 80% (Oil-Kerosene) 30 100
Bone Marrow 80% (Oil Only) 12.8 100 90% (Oil Only) 1.8 25
Dry Skin
30% (Oil Only) 7 9 10% (Oil Only) 25 33.7
20% (Oil Only) 10 14.5 10% (Oil Only) 42 58
- - - 20% (Oil Only) 58.4 90
- - - 30% (Oil Only) 93 100
Wet Skin
- - - 10% (Oil Only) 11.9 16.8
- - - 20% (Oil-Kerosene) 24 38
- - - 30% (Oil Only) 38 71
- - - 40% (Oil Only) 73 100
Fat 80% (Oil-Kerosene) 11 100 90% (Oil Only) 2.3 11.5
Muscle - - - 30% (Oil Only) 24 54- - - 30% (Oil-Kerosene) 39 100
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper different materials were investigated to propose
a reproducible, accurate and reliable tissue mimicking ma-
terials, to be used in constructing a multilayer phantom that
can serve as a test platform for intra-body communication
applications. Prior trials in the IBC field were shown, where
phantoms were simply considered as a one homogeneous
layer, and are mostly liquid phantoms, which eliminate the
possibility of using any of them in constructing a multilayer
phantom. Two methods were considered for preparing tissue
mimicking samples, one utilizing oil together with other
components, while the other method mixes oil with kerosene,
before adding other ingredients. Different samples with dif-
ferent oil solution percentages were prepared and tested, to
measure their electrical properties and find the most adequate
for mimicking different tissues, which would depend on the
application in hand; whether conductivity or permittivity is of
more concern, as well as the range of frequencies of interest.
A composite sample was then prepared, where a sample of
60% oil solution concentration was deposited around another
of 20% concentration, forming a multilayer model in the
form of concentric cylinders. Dielectric properties of the
resulting sample were then tested and compared with various
regions across the sample to study the affect of layers depo-
sition, showing how the interface between both layers causes
slight changes in the samples’ properties, yet maintaining the
properties within each layer separately. The results show the
efficacy of using such materials in constructing a multilayer
phantom mimicking the dielectric properties for the layers
of interest over the range of frequencies of concern for IBC
application.
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